
COAS F200 Foreign Study in Irish Culture (3 cr.) 

Section 10038     TR, alternate F 1-3:45 

Karla Farmer Stouse 

Office:  KO 178 G      Telephone:  (765) 455-9423 Email: kfstouse@iuk.edu 

Home telephone:  (317) 984-6855         Email:  karla@excedere.com 

 

 

Required texts: 

 

Irish Folk Tales  ed. by Glassie and O’Hearn 

 How the Irish Saved Civilization by Thomas Cahill 

 Everything Irish History and Heritage by Blackwell and Hackney  

Additional readings from Jonathan Swift, George Bernard Shaw, W.B. Yeats, 

Oscar Wilde, C.S. Lewis, James Joyce, Kate O’Brien, Maud Gonne, and Frank 

McCourt (packet provided) 

 

 

The purposes of this class are 

 

 To examine Irish literature, history, and culture, focusing on the impact of 

those items in America, in Britain, and in Ireland; 

 To gain an appreciation for Irish society and its contributions to the world and 

to our  own culture; 

 To develop some insights into the complexities of the  Irish-British troubles 

and to understand why there are no easy solutions; 

 To enjoy the richness of Irish folklore, history, music, and strength of spirit; 

 To develop some awareness of and appreciation for the distinct differences 

between Irish and American customs, beliefs, and daily life as experienced 

when we travel to Ireland.   

 

 

       Assignments 

 

 In-class writings (10 @ 10 points each)    100 points 

 Small-group presentation (historical topic to be assigned)    50 points 

 Irish Scavenger Hunt/Folk Tale Competition      50 points 

 Individual research project (paper and presentation)   200 points 

 Examination          50 points 

 

        Grading 

 

A range = 90-100% 

B range = 89-80% 

C range = 79-70% 

D range = 69-60% 

 

(top 2% of each range will 

get  + grade; bottom 2% of 

each range will get – grade) 

 

mailto:kfstouse@iuk.edu


Items for Class 
 

Texts 

Notebook (you’ll want to take this with you to Ireland) 

Access to OnCourse 

 

 

More about OnCourse 

 

OnCourse is an Internet-based tool designed to provide information and to encourage 

frequent communication among the individuals in a particular class.  I will post the 

course syllabus, assignments, and announcements on this ―electronic classroom bulletin 

board.‖  OnCourse will also be used outside of class as a means for you to work with and 

receive input from other class members and from me.  It includes the capacity for e-mail, 

for chat rooms and discussion groups, and for document attachment.  Please keep in mind 

that OnCourse is being revised, so be patient.  Check it often for information. 

 

Late Work Policy  

 

ASSIGNMENTS ARE DUE AS INDICATED in What Happens When.  DEPENDING 

ON THE NATURE OF THE ASSIGNMENT, LATE WORK MAY NOT BE 

ACCEPTED (verify with me).  IF LATE WORK IS ACCEPTED FOR A PARTICULAR 

ASSIGNMENT, A POINT DEDUCTION OF 10% WILL BE GIVEN FOR 

ASSIGNMENTS TURNED IN WITHIN A WEEK AFTER THE DUE DATE.  AFTER 

ONE WEEK, THE LATE ASSIGNMENT WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.  (In the event 

of extreme extenuating circumstances, please discuss the situation with me.) 

  

Conduct and Honesty 

 

The Indiana University Code of Student Ethics clearly outlines expectations for student 

behavior regarding academic integrity and interactions with others.  Obviously, academic 

dishonesty, including plagiarism or cheating of any kind, will not be tolerated.  

Additionally, you are expected to conduct yourself in a manner respectful of others. 

Please pay particular attention to these items: 

 

 Please be on time.  We have a lot of material to cover in a very limited amount 

of time.  Late arrival is often disruptive to the instructor and other students. 

 Please turn off your cell phone.  If you are expecting an emergency call, leave 

your phone in vibrate mode. 

 Please do your own work.  (See the following information on plagiarism) 

 Please follow the Platinum Rule:  treat others in the manner that they would like 

to be treated.  (Also good guidance for world travel!) 

 



 

 

Plagiarism 

 

As a student/scholar, you can appreciate the unfairness of having someone use your ideas 

and words without giving you credit.  You should also recognize that your writing style is 

like your fingerprints, absolutely unique to you.  Therefore, borrowing someone else’s 

words or ideas does not ring true as your own writing—it is often blatantly obvious.  

Plagiarism, either intentional or unintentional, is a serious offense—it is equivalent to 

cheating and stealing—and will be treated as such.  According to the Indiana University 

Code of Student Ethics,  

 

A student must not adopt or reproduce ideas, words of statements of another 

person without an appropriate acknowledgement.  A student must give due credit 

to the originality of others and acknowledge an indebtedness whenever he or she 

does any of the following: 

a. quotes another person’s actual words, either oral or written; 

b. paraphrases another person’s words, either oral or written; 

c. uses another person’s ideas, opinions, or theory; or 

d. borrows facts, statistics, or other illustrative material unless the information is 

common knowledge.  (17)  

 

THIS INCLUDES PRESENTATIONS BORROWING INTERNET MATERIAL  

SUCH AS STATISTICS AND GRAPHICS. 

 

According to the English Faculty Guidelines for IUK, 

 

 If the instructor has doubts about the authorship of any writing, it is the  

responsibility of the student to prove originality.  If originality cannot be 

proven to the instructor’s satisfaction, the student may be given an opportunity to 

rewrite the assignment.  A student who is guilty of plagiarism due to incorrect or  

incomplete documentation…will receive an F on that paper.  A student who is 

guilty of plagiarism due to failing to cite a source or by submitting another’s 

paper as his/her own…will receive an F for the semester. 

 

In other words, don’t plagiarize.  If you have any questions about plagiarism, please ask. 

 

 

Attendance 

 

You are expected to attend all classes.  If you must miss class, please contact me in 

advance.  Please note that some activities and assignments are part of in-class 

participation and cannot be made up. Anyone who misses more than 2 classes could have 

his/her grade lowered.  Besides, we’d miss you!  Your input is extremely important to the 

success of this class. 

 



WHAT HAPPENS WHEN 

 

Week 1 Who are the Irish?  Cultural Stereotypes Reinforced… 
 

Thursday, 5/12 Introductions and expectations, course assignments; 

In-class Writing #1; QUIZ on Irish general knowledge; 

discuss Irish stereotypes; read and discuss Irish Folktales pp.151, 

155, 161, 162, 164; view clips from Angela’s Ashes (with literary 

excerpt), Darby O’Gill and the Little People, Waking Ned Devine, 

The Commitments; assign small-group projects (due Tuesday, 

5/17); assign folk tales for next class 

 

Start language collection in notebook… 

 

Friday, 5/13  The “Real” Story… and What That Means to Americans 
In-class Writing #2; present assigned tales and discuss how those 

fit stereotypes; discuss dangers of stereotypes; discuss readings 

from Everything Irish; view clips from Far and Away, Da, and The 

Quiet Man—how do Americans fit with the Irish? 

 

Work on small-group assignment 

 

DUE:  Assigned folk tale for presentation; assigned reading from 

Everything Irish 

 

 

Week 2 Irish History:  Wars, Rulers, Saints, and How A Failed Crop Led to 

American Bounty 

 

Tuesday, 5/17  In-class Writing #3; Presentations from How the Irish Saved  

Civilization; view Irish History video 

 

DUE:  Small-group presentation from How the Irish Saved… 

   

 

Thursday, 5/19 Religion Dominates History; Is It That Simple?  How the Irish-

British Troubles Began, and What They Mean Now 
    

In-class Writing #4; discuss Swift’s A Modest Proposal, Yeats’s 

―Easter 1916,‖ Maud Gonne’s A Servant of the Queen excerpt; 

view History of the IRA, excerpts from Michael Collins and In the 

Name of the Father 

 

   DUE:  Read Swift, Yeats, Gonne, Sinn Fein lectures 

 

 



Week 3 Words that Changed the World:  Irish Literary Contributions 

 

Tuesday, 5/24 In-class Writing #5; discuss Irish literary traditions and readings 

from C.S. Lewis, Shaw, Wilde, O’Brien, Yeats, Joyce, McCourt, 

Irish Folk Tales 

 

 DUE:  Assigned readings 

 

Thursday, 5/26 View and discuss Major Barbara 

 

Friday, 5/27 In-class Writing #6; view Angela’s Ashes or other movie 

 

 

Week 4    Travel to Ireland (see itinerary handed out previously) 

   

In-class Writings #7, 8, 9; Irish Scavenger Hunt; Irish Folk Tale 

  Competition 

 

Week 5 What It All Means…The Significances of Irish Culture  
 

Tuesday, 6/14  In-class Writing #10; View Out of Ireland and discuss Irish 

   influences on America 

 

Thursday, 6/16 Individual presentations (return on 6/17 if necessary to finish 

   presentations); hand out final examination (DUE 6/21 by 4 PM) 

 

Friday, 6/17  Finish presentations  

 

 

SLAINTE! 

 

 

 

 


